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In this paper we construct examples of pairs of homotopic, fixed point free self-maps of a 
compact manifold with the property that any homotopy between the two maps must have a 
nonempty fixed point set. 
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, fixed point homotopy 
1. 
In this paper we consider the following question raised by Schirmer in [3]. Suppose 
f; g are fixed point free homotopic self-maps of a polyhedron, then can they be 
joined by a homotopy which is also fixed point free? The following example gives 
a negative answer to this question. Let M denote the n-dimensional p.1 manifold 
obtained by attaching three l-handles, Hi, 1 -J = ‘S 3, to an n-dimensional ball. Let 
A,, . . . , A6 denote the components of the attaching regions of the l-handles, ordered 
so that A,_, U A, is the attaching region for Hi. Let uj be the center of A, given 
by the handle structure and let A = UJ Aj. 
We define two homotopic p.1 maps fO, f, : M + M by first defining the sets f,:‘( Aj). 
These are to be properly embedded (n - 1)-balls whose intersection with A is as 
indicated in Fig. 1. For instance, f;‘(AJ is a properly embedded (n - I)-ball which 
intersects A2 in a pair of concentric (n -2)-spheres centered at a, and which intersects 
A, in a single (n - 2)-sphere centered at a,. Also, as indicated in the figure, we 
require that the (n -2)-sphere f,T1(Aj) fl dM is disjoint from dA = A fl~?M. 
Furthermore, we require that 
(i) J;(f;‘(Aj))= oj, 
(ii) the domain enclosed by f,:‘(A,_,) and f;‘(AZj) is mapped by J into Z%j 
while the remaining domain is mapped into the n-ball, 
(iii) fO and fi agree on dM, fi(dM) c ii%, and fi(dA,) is a single point, 
(iv) Fix(&) = Fix(f,) = 0. 
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Fig. 1. f&‘(A) and f,‘(A). 
Let I denote the unit interval [0, l] and given a homotopy F: A4 x I + A4 let 
A : M-+ M be defined by A(x) = F(x, t). Let Fix(F) = lJtE, (Fix(J) x {t}). 
Theorem 1. Let F be a homotopy between f. and fi as defined above. Then Fix(F) # 0. 
The key ingredients in the proof of the theorem are the following two lemmas. 
The first is designed to gain some control of the map F on the boundary of M x I. 
The proof will be postponed until after the proof of Theorem 1. The second is a 
classical result concerning the fixed point index. The reader is referred to [2] for a 
proof. I would like to thank Bob Brown for suggesting this result. I would also like 
to thank the referee for his suggestions concerning the proof of Lemma 2. 
Lemma 2. Let F: M x I + M be a homotopy between f. and f, as described above such 
that Fix(F) fl (aM x I) = 0. Then there is a map G: M x I + M homotopic to F rel M x 
(0, 1) such that Fix(G) = Fix(F) and G-‘(A) fl (aA x I) = 0. 
Lemma 3 (Generalized homotopy property of the fixed point index). Let W be an 
open, bounded subset of R” x I and let H: w+ R” be continuous. Define W, = 
{x E R” 1 (x, t) E W} and 8 W, = {x E R” 1 (x, t) Ed W}. Zf h,(x) # x for all t E I and all 
x E a W, then the fixed point index of (h,, W,) is independent oft. 
2. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose Fix(F) = 0. By Lemma 2 we obtain G with Fix(G) = 0 
and G-‘(A) fl (aA x I) = 0. By using general position, we may further assume that 
G is p.1, hence G-‘(A) is an n-dimensional polyhedron in M x I. Let P = 
G-‘(A,) fl (A, x I) c A, x I and S = P fl a(A, x I). Then S is an (n -2)-dimensional 
sphere contained in A, x {I}. Let B denote the (n - 1)-ball in A, x { 1) bounded by 
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S, and W the component of (A, x I)\P which contains 6. We claim that P must 
separate 6 and a(A, x I)\B in A, x I and hence, that wfl a(A, x I) = B. 
To see that P separates let p: [0, l] + A, x I be chosen so that p(O) E 6 and 
p(1) E~(A~ x I)\B. It suffices to show that G(P) fl Al # 0. Since d(A, x I) fl 
G-‘(A,) = S there exists an arc /3’ in a(A, x I) joining p(0) to p(1) with G(P’) ll Al 
consisting of a single point. Moreover, the definition of fi insures that in any 
neighborhood of this point G(P’) has nontrivial intersection with the two com- 
ponents of M\A which meet at A,. As G(/? U p’) is null homotopic it follows that 
G(P)nA,ZP). 
Define a map H: w+A, satisfying, (i) if WE P, then H(w)= G(w) and, (ii) 
H(b) = a, for all b E B. Since G(S) = a, the existence of such a map is clear. 
Identifying A, with R”-3 . it is easy to check that H satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 
3. Since W, = 0 the index of (ho, W,,) is 0 and since H(B) = a, the index of (hr, W,) 
is 1, contradicting the assumption that Fix(F) = 0. 0 
Remark. By altering the above proof one can actually show more. Namely that 
Fix(F) must contain an essential loop which traverses the handle Hr. For if not an 
(n - 1) -ball, A,, could be chosen isotopic to Al with aA, = dAo and A0 fl Fix(F) = 0. 
Replace A, with A0 in the above proof. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Choose a basepoint, x0, in M\lJ Hi. Let Yi be a simple loop, 
based at x0, such that Yi fl H, is an arc when i =j, empty otherwise. Also, r = lJ Yi 
is a wedge of three circles. Since r is a strong deformation retract of M we can 
identify ~r( M, x0) with the free group on the letters {Yr, Y2, ~3). By a suitable choice 
of the basepoint the maps fO, fi both induce the automorphism of rrr( M, x,,) defined 
by 
Yl - Yl, Y2++ Y3, Y3 ++ Y2. 
Moreover, without loss of generality, we may assume that fo, fi were defined so 
that .h(xd =hbd = Y,. 
Suppose F: M x I + M is a homotopy between f. and fi. Let p be a path from 
x0 to y, and let r denote the homotopy class of the loop pF({x,} x 1)~~‘. Since 
fis( yi) = Y’[fo#( yi)]7 the definitions of fos and fis ensure that T is in the center 
of n-,(M, x0). Thus r = 1 and F({x,} x I) is a null-homotopic loop based at y,. 
Consequently, F is homotopic to F’ rel M x (0, 1) such that F’({x,} x I) = y,. 
Let R and R’ be homotopies between f. and f; satisfying R({x,}x I) =yo= 
R’({x,} x I). We define a homotopy S: (M x I) x I + M between R and R’ as follows. 
On M x (0) x I let S=fo and on M x(1)x I let S=fi. Let C, = 
(Yi x (0)) U ({x0} x I) U (yi x { 1)) c M x I. By definition, R and R’ agree on each Ci 
and since ~2( M, x0) = 0 any two extensions of RI, to ( yi x I) are homotopic. In 
particular, Rlyzxl is homotopic to R’ly,x, so we may extend S to (M x I x (0, 1)) U 
(T x I x I). Finally, since r is a strong deformation retract for M, use the homotopy 
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extension property to extend S to all of M x I x I. As S, leaves M x (0, 1) alone R 
and R’ are homotopic by homotopies between f0 and fi. As a choice for a representa- 
tive there is a natural homotopy H between f0 and fi which corresponds to an 
isotopy of M between the identity and a homeomorphism which takes the submani- 
fold f;‘(A) to f;‘(A). Moreover, for each TV I, H, agrees with f0 on dM and so 
H-‘(A) f-l (aA x I) = 0. 
Let F be an arbitrary homotopy between.& andf, such that Fix(F) fl (8M x I) = 0. 
Consider K : (M x I) x I + M such that K. = F, K, = H, and K, agrees with J on 
M x {i} x {t} for i = 0 or 1, all t. For each x E dA, the homotopically trivial loop 
K({x}~~(1~1))onlymeetsAalongthesegment K({x}x~x{~})= F({x}xI).Thus 
the loop F({x} x I) has zero intersection number with each Ai. By a homotopy with 
support in a neighborhood of dM x I, we can replace F with * such that Fix(F) = 
Fix(F) and &{x} x I) ll A = P, for one x in each component of dA. In the case n = 2 
each component of 8A is a single point. Set G = fi, then G(dA x I) fl A = P, and so 
G-‘(A) fl (aA x I) = 0. For n 5 3, let xi be a point in dAi such that *({xi} x I) c C 
where C is a component of M\A. Then for a suitable neighborhood N of (dAi x 
(0, 1)) U ({xi} x I) in aAi x I we have fi( N) c C. Since (cl(aA, x I\N), bd N) = 
(B”-l, S”-*), the restriction of F to this pair defines an element of n,_l(M, C). By 
the homotopy exact sequence for (M, Cl, we have 
0= T~_,(M)+T,_,(M, C)+n,_,(C)=O. 
Thus we can adjust F by the homotopy extension property to a map G such that 
Fix(G) = Fix(F) and G(dAi x I) c C. Done simultaneously for each i, this is the 
desired map G. 0 
3. Remarks 
Although the difference between fO, f, is not seen in the handles H2 and Hs they 
do play an important role in the result. The maps fO, fi were chosen on H2 U H3 so 
that Fix(J) =(b while the role of Hz and H3 is to ensure that each F({x} x I) is 
null-homotopic for x E 8A. This is crucial in the proof of Lemma 2. We note that if 
M was a topological annulus obtained by attaching H, only, then Lemma 2 would 
no longer be true. Moreover, there is a fixed point free homotopy between the 
analogous f0 and f, on the annulus. 
A natural generalization of Theorem 1 would be to include the situation where 
f0 andf, each have the minimum number of fixed points possible for their homotopy 
class. What is needed here is machinery which detects the number of components 
of the fixed point set of a homotopy. Candidates for examples in this setting are 
numerous. In fact, the methods used in [l] seem to indicate that, in the surface 
case, twisting around a simple closed curve which represents an invariant homotopy 
class (as in the examples given here) is the only way to produce such examples. 
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